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As I did my first overview of the America’s Parks II entries I knew it was going to be an extreme pleasure 
to spend time with each distinctive and wonderful creation.  As always, when a genre or subject matter 
is announced for competition, the range of images was as unique as the individual artist or sculptor who 
created it. 
 
While looking for high levels of proficiency in such basics as composition, lighting and use of the 
medium, I searched deeper for the artist’s ability to define the essence of the subject’s fundamental 
nature.  And even beyond that, to an aesthetic that spoke of that most elusive quality – transcendence. 
While subject matter varied widely from landscape to emphasis on a particular bird, animal or plant, I 
often found myself in awe at the apparent deftness with which a particular painting or sculpture was 
presented.   Passion, obsession, grace, beauty, and an understanding of nature and her intricacies were 
all in attendance.  
 
The winning pieces of this competition as well as those chosen for the exhibition tour have a “take your 
breath away” quality that many are sure to enjoy. 
 
Pam Dean Cable 
Executive Director 
Susan Kathleen Black Foundation 
 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  

In the 19th Century, paintings of the American West played a big part in giving this country a greater 
sense of its natural resources, its unique character, its vast and varied environment, and its unparalleled 
beauty. The paintings and sculptures selected in this competition serve the same purpose by virtue of 
the talent of another generation of exceptionally gifted artists. Each of the artists whose work is 
included in the exhibition offers his or her personal interpretation of a region of the country that 
continues to captivate and inspire the nation.  
 
The overall quality of the work submitted to this competition was exceptionally high, and that made the 
job of selecting exhibition pieces and awards very difficult. I had to keep going back through the images 
to compare and contrast paintings and sculptures because there were so many excellent submissions. 
I’m sure my colleagues went through a similar process, and in the end our rankings were fairly close to 
each other’s. We each have our own standards and preferences, but we share a common understanding 
of quality in art.  
 
I personally appreciated that this was a well organized, focused, thoroughly professional competition. 
That gave me confidence that the result of the judging process would be an outstanding display that 
celebrated America’s Parks in the Western region of the country.  
 
M. Stephen Doherty 
Editor, PleinAir Magazine 
 

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________  



Art competitions are always curious things. In order for them to be meaningful, they must be designed, 
curated and chaperoned by people with vision. David Wagner fits the bill. Over the decades that I've 
known him, I've watched Wagner put together many stellar exhibitions, all of which have revolved 
around nature. Besides celebrating the natural world, Wagner is committed to building wider public 
appreciation for veteran artists and elevating the profile of younger artists seeking to leave their mark. 
The inaugural edition of America's Parks set a solid foundation and now America's Parks II only solidifies 
the connection that exists between fine art and protected landscapes that serve as sanctuaries for 
people, wildlife and aesthetic wonders. Adding sculpture to Parks II brings yet another exciting 
dimension. It was a pleasure being a juror and I have no doubt that the traveling and virtual exhibition 
Wagner has planned will accomplish his primary goals. It will shed deserving light on some inspirational 
flatwork and sculpture and allow visitors to enjoy the heritage of our parks even if they can't physically 
visit them. 
 
Todd Wilkinson 
Author, Last Stand: Ted Turner's Quest to Save a Troubled Planet 
 and Kent Ullberg, Monuments to Nature 
Contributing Editor, Western Art & Architecture Magazine 
Founder, Wildlife Art Journal  
 


